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How much 
income 
will your 
nest egg 
produce?

Odds are good that if you invest in a retirement plan or use a financial
advisor, they subscribe to the “4% Rule.” That means your entire
retirement income picture relies upon this widely accepted income
strategy. Whether you are familiar with it or not, wouldn’t it make sense
to explore the origins of this well-known strategy?

The “4% Rule” was introduced in 1994 and shortly thereafter, became the
widely agreed upon rate at which money could be withdrawn from
investment assets in order to produce the highest retirement income
while simultaneously preventing the client from completely depleting
retirement assets. The “4% Rule” is still the go-to strategy not only to
predict how much income you will get in retirement, but how much will
need to be saved in pre-retirement.

If the 4% Rule 
was derived 
from analyzing 
stock return 
data from 
1926-1976, is it 
still relevant 
today?

So…What has changed with the economy since 1976? For starters, the internet was established and now
has become the major driver of commerce worldwide. Economies transformed from domestic to global.
The technology industry has replaced manufacturing as the main employment provider domestically.
Pandemics have proven just how delicate our economies are and mercurial trade policy have produced
even more fluctuations in the market!

While we accept SOME risk as we accumulate wealth, CONTINUED risk while we transition to retirement
impacts our ability to consistently generate a stable retirement income. In short, if you rely upon an
income distribution rate that is too high, it can leave you significantly short of the needed assets to
accomplish your retirement plan.



be more realistic and STILL 
accomplish retirement goals?

Why assume a rate of 2.4%?

• Most Americans lack the 
savings required to make a 
higher rate feasible

• Trying to make up ground by 
saving more and then chasing 
better returns SOUNDS good, 
but is not realistic due to the 
amount of lost time

• It demonstrates the need for 
retirement income 
alternatives and more financial 
decisions that strategically 
insure a dignified retirement 
with a reliable income stream

Comparative Analysis

Under the 4% Rule:
$1,000,000 in assets 

would produce
$40,000 in income

Under the 2.4% Rule:
$1,000,000 in assets

would produce
$24,000 in income 

In both scenarios, this is 
BEFORE taxes and inflation!

Pension Option:
$1,000,000 in assets would 

produce $60,000 in income!

Income alternatives such as transferring assets to pensions can make up the gap.
Pension alternative rates may vary by age and duration but can produce income at
rates of 6% or greater and guarantee income for life.

Would a rate of 2.4% 



impact your retirement income? 

How will tax decisions now 

US Published National Debt
$29,741,613,569,513

The Truth
$141,132,088,810,100
Each Taxpayer's Share: $919,000

Source:  www.truthinaccounting.org, January 2022

With the current national debt over $29
trillion and growing, one must seriously
ask themselves:

How does this end??

The MACRO level decisions made by the
government regarding taxes and
spending policies and the MICRO level
decisions you make regarding what
investment vehicles you want to use to
save for retirement are intertwined.

At some point…Americans will need to address the debt situation.  You must ask yourself, of the two options 
available, what is the most likely course of action for the government to take?

Stop Spending   or   Raise Taxes  

If you believe that the more likely scenario is for taxes to increase, you must consider whether WHERE you 
are placing your retirement dollars will positively or negatively impact your position when tax increase occur.

The vast majority of retirement savings in America is done through a qualified plan 
or tax-deffered account. The taxes are avoided at the time of contribution but 
paid at retirement during distribution.  This is the equivalent of a farmer choosing 
not to pay the taxes on the seeds he plants but electing to pay it on the crops he 
grows.  That being said, what would an increase in taxes mean to your overall 
retirement income?

With Social Security being taxed, retirement savings being taxed, and the cost of Medicare premiums 
increasing based on your income level, the need to produce tax-favored or tax-free income is becoming 
more and more important.  Roth IRAs, some types of bonds, and specifically designed insurance products 
are options.  They involve different funding levels and different risks, BUT once they are established, 
THEY WILL NEVER BE TAXED AGAIN.



Rate of Return risk?

What is your

There are two Rate of Return risks 
that everyone faces.  

The first is during the working years and is 
referred to as the Accumulation Phase.

The second is when a person retires and 
begins the Distribution Phase.

Accumulation Assumption Rate of Return Risk

The risk of selecting the wrong Rate of Return assumption can result in insufficient savings OR force you
to save more than you are able to as you near retirement. The assumption many use is “8% of average
annual return.” However, investment accounts do not get the Average Rate of Return. They get the
Actual Rate of Return, which is a combination of the good and bad years.

To illustrate that more clearly, if the market had a BAD year and you assumed a 50% loss, the need Rate
for Return the next year would be 100% just to break even! It only takes ONE YEAR of not meeting you
Assumed Average Rate of Return to disrupt an entire plan!

Using these Assumptions not only sets the wrong expectations for how much will be available at
retirement, but also how much you will need to save to reach your retirement asset goals. Further, it may
also trigger the need to “overfund” retirement savings in order to catch up. This effort rarely works, as
the ability to save the required amount AND get the consistent positive return is nearly impossible.

Retirement Rate of Return Risk

Once retired, the impact of when poor market returns occur plays a significant role in the amount of
income a retiree can generate from their investment assets. Poor early returns can force your retirement
income lower than the hypothetical Average Rate of Return. Whether still in the pre-retirement phase or
early retirement phase, the returns you get before and after your retirement date impact you more than
you think.

Retiring at the start of a poor market can have a disastrous impact on retirement as it causes a double
drain on investments. The investment balance decreases due to poor performance AND income is being
syphoned off the account. The accelerated depletion of assets may force you to live on less income, take
unwanted risks in the market, eliminate emergency dollars or…simply run out of money.



for unforeseen spending?

How do you account

The question remains: what will you do when presented with
unforeseen expenses? For many who are thinking about
retirement planning, they envision an island resort, a
mountain retreat or maybe even a boat! What they are not
considering is extensive healthcare costs, in-home nursing,
supporting elderly family members, tax policy changes, and
many other unforeseen situations.

Consider what would happen if a spouse suddenly required nursing care. The retirement assets set aside
for that boat must now be re-deployed to accommodate two different living arrangements. This can
drain retirement assets with shocking speed and unfortunately may force a retired couple to sell their
home or prized possessions, move in with family members, or possibly run out of money completely.

Retirees need to have a flexible plan that sets money aside
and can adequately absorb some of these unanticipated
surprises. These unknown and unexpected expenses can
limit the risk a person is able to assume and hinder the
income they are able to generate from their investment
assets. It’s also true that if a couple utilizes too much of
their investment assets early in retirement and an
unexpected event unfolds, it could spell disaster.

It is essential that anyone’s retirement portfolio contain financial products that can be leveraged in different
ways in order to deal with the unknown. This will decrease the stress placed upon certain assets to grow
and provide potential increasing income.

• Average additional annual cost of Assisted Living Care? 1

$51,600 per annum
• Average additional annual cost of Nursing Home Care? 1

$105,852

1 – Genworth Cost of Care Survey, conducted by CareScout®, August 2020



your retirement income?

How long will you need

The question remains: how long will your investment assets need to
produce an income? Living a long and rewarding life may be our goal
however, the longer you live, the more income you need your
investment assets to produce.

A popular default retirement strategy is known as The 4% Rule.

It is designed to provide a retiree with 30 years' worth of income (under
ideal conditions). The danger is that conditions may prove not to be
ideal AND you may live longer than 30 years in retirement.

Your plan needs to ensure that your assets will outlive you, not having
you outlive your assets. As advances in medical technology continue,
and the average lifespan continues to lengthen, your retirement income
plan needs to be able to provide you with 35-40+ years of income.

“The goal of 
retirement is 
to live off 
your assets, 
not on 
them.”

- Frank Eberhart

vs.

Generating this type of income can be nearly impossible
using this traditional retirement income generation
strategy. Having a plan designed to provide guaranteed
income for life will alleviate the stress of having to
significantly reduce your standard of living, arrange
alternate living arrangements, covering the cost of
unanticipated life-changing expenses, or running out of
money completely.



for the impact of inflation?

How do you account

The risk of inflation reducing “purchasing power” of
investment savings in retirement is significant.

Twenty years ago, a gallon of gas cost about $1.00.
Today, that same product and quantity costs over $3.00.

The effects of short-term inflation may not be readily
apparent, but the effects of either a low or high inflation
rate over an extended period can impact the type of
retirement for which you have planned and the style of
life you wish to live.

At a 3% average annual rate of inflation,
the purchasing value of money could fall
by more than half over a 25-year period. It
is for this reason that adjusting your
investment portfolio each year to account
for inflation is so important.

Successfully adjusting for inflation may
involve taking more investment risk than
you are accustomed to in order to grow
your money at a rate that outpaces
inflation projections and allows you to
maintain a consistent standard of living.

“Inflation is bringing us true democracy.  
For the first time in history, luxuries and necessities are selling at 

the same price.”  

- Robert Orben



another strategy?

Is there

Having a financial plan and an executable strategy that not only answers these vital questions but has the
flexibility to adapt as you age is the key. The plan must account for changes not only during retirement,
but in pre-retirement as well. Both are crucial in attaining your retirement goals.

The goal should not be to simply retire with a pile of money.

A pile of money without a plan and a well-conceived strategy could provide a false sense of security.
Without a plan, that pile of money may not produce the liquidity that is needed, nor retirement income
with the necessary longevity. That pile of money could evaporate faster than ever imagined.

“It’s not about how much money you make, but how much money 
you keep, how hard it works for you, and how many generations 

you keep it for.”

- Robert Kiyosaki

The right strategy can potentially produce 30-50%
more retirement income without:

• Taking on more risk
• Needing to save more money

The right plan can provide the confidence needed
that will allow you to retire successfully…and on
your own terms.

Visit www.newsouthwealth.com for more answers
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